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ABSTRACT
This contract was to develop an operational super-pressure balloon sys-
tem to carry 50 pounds to 10 millibar atmospheric pressure. The program was
divided into phases consisting of:
*	 Design and Development
*	 Engineering Concept Flight Test
*	 Larger Balloon Size Development
*	 Long Term Flight Test.
*	 Equatorial Flight Program.
The program was incrementally funded as development progressed.
At the conclusion of the Engineering Concept Flight Test it was concluded
that the structural design must be revised. The program was modified to conduct
further Design and Development under Phase 1.
The scale model 21-foot diameter balloon was developed in a series of
tests using different. structural panel designs so that the internal pressure was
improved 70% over the type panels used in the flight models.
The program was not completed due to cessation of funding.
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DISCUSSION
Super-pressure, long-duration balloon flights present some potential
problem areas beyond zero-pressure balloon flights. For longer duration flights
ultra-violet effects on balloon film, permeability, biaxial stress characteristics
and long term material creep effects are important in the system performance.
Ultra-violet inhibitors were evaluated in StratoFilm®, but the desired
protection was not achieved as measured at ground level.. It was considered
possible that, in spite of the higher ultra-violet incidence at altitude, the low
level of oxygen at altitude would tend to lower the formation of carbonyl deposits
and decrease deterioration. This was subsequently verified on a two-week expo-
sure of StratoFilmO at high altitude where the balloon film was recovered and
analyzed.' It was found that the material's physical characteristics equalled or
exceeded initial tested values.* It is, therefore, concluded that long term ex-
posure of StratoFilmO to ultra-violet radiation at high altitude does not present
a problem.
Measurement of the permeability of StratoFilmO was made and calcula-
tions show that flight durations of several years would not reduce the internal
absolute pressure to inadequate levels. **
The elimination of tiny leaks due to abrasions and/or seal defects that
would be of no consequence in a zero-pressure balloon must be controlled by
*Figs. IA and 1B, see Appendix A
**Fig. 2, see Appendix A
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rigid, strict, quality control in-process inspection.
Extensive evaluation of biaxial stress-strain relationship and film creep
at flight temperatures was accomplished to provide data for structural design.
Since high tensile strength with low elongation and creep characteristics is an
important factor in the skeleton formed by the load tapes,different materials were
evaluated. Glass fibers had high strength and low elongation, but the material
was difficult to handle and splice. Polyester fibers were found to have higher
strength-to-weight ratio and better cold temperature creep and elongation char-
acteristics than the fortisan fibers used for many years.
Evaluation of panel configurations showed that the optimum stress-strain
relationship could be approximated by using the spherical segment base radius
(panel area radius) . Since the super-pressure balloon is very close to a sphere
for light loads, it would tend to equalize stress and strain values in the balloon
if panel areas were equal. This approximation is discussed later in this report
and subsequent to the flight test operation.
The super-pressure balloon computer program enclosed as Appendix A
was used to design a balloon to lift 100 pounds to 10 millibars, and a 60 foot
diameter scale model balloon for ground level static inflation. The latter was
designed to simulate the same panel stresses as for the larger balloon. Two
balloons were made for the static inflation tests. The first consisted of square
panels formed by a network of 1000 pound meridional load tapes and 1000 pound
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circumferential load tapes. The second consisted of triangular panels formed
from 1000 pound load tapes and 1700 pound load lines.
The first balloon failed in the material at 1.2 inches of water internal
pressure. During pressurization the balloon formed a very noticeable oblate
shape, indicating a lack of adequate strengthening in the circumferential direc-
tion .
The second balloon failed in the material at 1.3 inches of water internal
pressure. As for the first balloon, a decided oblate deformation occurred. Also,
all the line inerlock junctions moved towards the center of the balloon, particu-
larly those junctions near the apex and base.
It was felt at the time that the rectangular panel configuration would
prove to be the more feasible design. With this in mind, two full scale flight
balloons were constructed and flown. The first balloon burst on ascent, and
this was believed due to an excessive rate of ascent (about 1000 ft/min.) going
into ceiling. The second balloon was provided with a helium valve to control
the ascent rate. It reached float altitude and attained a maximum internal pres-
sure of .19 inches of water. Just after reaching float altitude a leak developed
and the pressure began to drop. Both balloons were recovered and thoroughly
inspected for the cause of failure. For both balloons the peeling effect at the
load tape junctions was severe, sufficiently so to completely shred the load
WINZLN RESEARCH INC.
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tape fibers*. In addition, the circumferential load tape splices broke. These
were heat-sealed splices.. As a result of this, a series of 25 foot model balloons
were proposed for static inflation tests. These would include a number of dif-
ferent splicing attachment methods. A smaller scale rrodel balloon was decided
upon because it appeared that there may have been an improper scaling up from
the 60 foot balloons to the flight balloons.
On the 25 foot model balloon three types of splicing techniques were
used, viz, heat sealing, sewing and weaving. During pressurization the balloon
deformed more uniformly than had been obtained previously. Failure occurred in
a panel at 1.3 inches of water internal pressure after a number of the splices
had failed. It thus appeared that the splicing techniques up to that time were
inadequate. Thus a mechanical clamp was suggested for use in joining the ends
of the circumferential tape. This was to be incorporated into the next test balloon.
At this time a re-evaluation of the triangular panel configuration was
made. It was felt that the deficiencies in the circumferential tape method had
not been fully overcome, especially in regard to the peeling effects at the tape
junctions. Two new test balloons were designed and constructed. They were
0
made from 1.0 mil polyethylene and 21.4 feet in diameter. Both were constructed
with equal area panels of 20 square feet each panel. One balloon had a rectan-
4 ,
gular panel configuration formed by the use of 800 lb. polyester meridional and
circumferential load tapes. The latter were sewed to the meridional tapes to pre-
*Figs. 3 and 4, see appendix A.
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vent slipping and their ends joined by the mechanical clamp. The second balloon
had a triangular panel configuration formed by the use of 800 lb. polyester meridional
load tapes and interlocking 850 lb. flat braided polyester lines. The object of
the tests was to compare the two configurations in regard to maximum pressure
sustained, tape and film loading characteristics and overall shell deformation.
The triangular panel balloon failed in the film material at a pressure.of 1.4" of
water internal pressure. The redtangular panel balloon also failed in the film
material at 1.6" of water internal pressure. Both balloons deformed to a slight
prolate shape with volume changes of between 15 and 20 percent. Although the
feasibility of the mechanical clamp on the circumferential tapes was fully realized,
the peeling effects on the tape junctions were such that-it would pose a serious
problem in a larger scale balloon. Thus it was decided to pursue the development
of the triangular panel balloon for the superpressure balloon concept.
On the next series of tests two balloons were tested and a certain number
of modifications were made to increase panel strength and reduce volume defor-
mation. Firstly, the polyester line strength was increased to 1500 lbs. to obtain
a more uniform panel deformation. In order to reduce panel stress the panel area
was reduced to 15 square feet for one balloon and 10 square feet for the other
balloon. Also, a double-wall film construction was used. This consisted of
two layers of 0.7 mil StratoFilm® . This would not only increase the strength of
the'film, but also be a protection against possible manufacturing or handling
damage. In addition, more fullness in the gores was obtained by sealing the
1
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meridional load tapes along the gore centerline instead of along the curved outer
edge of the table which had been the common practice.
The two balloons were inflated to failure. Balloon #1, which had 15 square
feet panels, failed in the film at 2.4 inches of water internal pressure. For both
balloons the shell deformation and volume change were less than for the previous
tests. There was a small hole through both walls of the film on balloon #1, which
allowed gas to seep in between the walls. This overstressed the outer wall un-
til failure occurred. Also the load lines near the apex and base were barely in
tension. This had the effect of producing long triangular panels, which became
areas of greatest stress on the balloon skin. The effect was more noticeable on
balloon #2, where the lines near the ends were never in tension. On this balloon
considerable downward slipping of the lines was noticed. Since the panel area
was only 10 square feet, the lines approached the configuration of circumferential
hoops and then a peeling effect would be enhanced.
At this sta ge the funds were exhausted and the program terminated.
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CONCLUSIONS
At the conclusion of the program, most of the design and development
phase had been accomplished. Many of the problems associated with the super-
pressure concept were investigated and conclusions made. In regard to the
strength integrity of the balloon system, the triangular panel configuration for
gore reinforcement using interlocking load lines has distinct advantages over
the rectangular panel configuration using circumferential load tapes, The prin-
cipal drawback to the latter is the.serious peeling effects on the circumferential
tapes near the ends of the balloon.
On the last two inflation tests, the volume increase was less tha:i 7%
and the internal pressure at failure was higher than the expected maximum pres-
sure extrapolated to a superpressure balloon at ceiling. Since the failures occurred
because of the overstressing of one wall in one case and to the slack lines pro-
ducing highly stressed large triangular panels in the other case, further devel-
opment would have eliminated these problems. For instance, a double-wall con-
struction would be used where the outer wall would be thicker than the inner wall.
This wo ald allow the outer wall to sustain a greater internal pressure if a hole
should be made in the balloon film. Also, the area of the panels would be finally
decided upon consistent with the strength requirements and also with avoiding
the slippage effects encountered on the smaller panel area balloon. This could
be diminished by designing for equilateral triangular panels at the equator and
maintaining equal areas for all the panels.
APPENDIX A
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DIIME..NSION E(6)
DIMENSION THR(3),FTP(3),ATA1(3),PTA(3),BTAERI3(3)
--	 ---- 
DIMENSION DIFF(3),SS(3) 	 ---	 ----
COMMON J,DS, G (_7 ) PO( 7),Y( 7),R(4), C ( 4) ,D(4)
COMMON TAIJO,'TAUT,R'FC,ITA(JC,TAUC,'FMC,TCMAX,PI
THSTR = 0•	 PI = 3.141592654
OPEN C2), INPUT, E
OPEN (3), INPUT, RNGKDATA ----- ----- --	 --
PR I \)"!', "INPUT-- THETAO, S I GMA, FOP, ELOP, ALPHA, DELS, OMEGT,
1 'TANGL-TAUMO,"
PRINT , " 	 _TA_UM1,RL ,PBO'F,RT OP,TAUO,TAUI,N ,LNS, KIP,
READ, THETAO,SIGMA,FOP,ELOP,ALPHA,DELS,OMEGT,TANGL,
1 TAUMO,TAU:i1,RZ,RDO'T,RTOP,TAUO,TAUT,N,LNS,KIP,IC, IA, NBR, ROY* SMAX
DO _3 I =1,3	 ; T_H_B_ (I) = 0 •	; FTP(I)=O•	 PTA1(I)=0•
B'TA(I)=0•
	 ; BTAERR(I)=006F-44EHJ0•
	 SS(I)=0•
3______ CONTINUE	 DO_5 I = 1,6 ; E_( I) = 0•
5	 CONTINUE ; DO 6 I = 1,4 ; B(I)=0•
	 ; C(I)=0• ; D(I)=O=
_6	 G%3NTINUE ; DO_ 7 I = 1,6 	 READ (2,0),E(I)
7	 CONTINUE	 DO 10 I = 1,4
READ (3,0),B(I),C(I),D(I)
10	 CONTINUE
1 1 
	 I F ( IA -1 •_)	 14, 1_2,_1 4
12	 -IF (THSTR) 14,14,13
13	 THET_A_0 = THSTR
14	 IF (KIP) 17, 15, 17	 ------	 ---	 -
15	 PRINT 16, SI.GM_A,THETAO,RZ,TANGL.,TAUMO,'FAITMI,ELOP,FOP,
1 ALPHA, OMF.GT,TAUO,TAUI,N
16	 FORMAT _(////9X,"FCIRSTRS",///
1	 10X,"SIGMA =",FI£S^S,SX,"I^^iITIAL ANGLE.=';F9.3/
_	 2 IOX,16HINITIAL RADIUS = ,F9.3,5X,l3HTAPER ANGLE = ,F11.31
3 IOX,16HINITIAL STRESS = ,F9.1,5X,15HSECOND STRESS = ,F9•1/
4 10X,13HROTTOM LOAD _= ,Fl2.3.v5X,10H_TOP LOAD = ,F14.3/
5 10X, 16HINIT•PRESSURE = ,F9.3,5X,"OMEGA TAPE = ",F12.5/
6 IOX:"INITIAL TAUC =",F11 . 3,5X,"TAUC CONSTANT =",F9.3/
7 24X,I4,"MAJOR INCREMENTS OF S"//)
PRINT," MK TH_E_T_AL	 D THT TP TPRZ T_ PRA	 S	 VOL,
1	 WT	 RZ	 RMAX"
PRINT,"	 RT	 F	 DS	 DTHETA I	 GNU TAUMA TAUMP RA"
17	 MKMAX=3 2 ; LASTHUN = 0 ; MARK = 0
	
NDRUN = 0
MISS_ = 1 •_±N/(L_NS+_•0 1 ); LINE _= 0 	 TAPER = S_I_N(TANGL/E_ (_ 1) )
BETA1 = TAPE13
---	 BTANE..W	 0 • ' -_ -RA	 0 • ; TAIJMA =0-
OMEGT = OMEGT*NPR
THETA = THETAO/E(1)	 OMEGA
-
= SIGMA ; TAUMZ=TAUMO
OMEGl, = OMEGT	 OMEGT = 0MEGT/E(5) ; PAY = FOP + EL P
ELAP = ELOP + ALPHA*E(2)*R90T*RBOT*R0Y
RVAL	 F.(2>*RTOP*RTUP*RqY	 MTAU1	 1	 —
___ IF (TAUM1 )19,1ES,19
is	 A
S0
9	 1
L
`Q
6
0l^
s
110
h
ZI
0
ra
Yf^
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r^
G;
I
n1
1.	 l	 1'	 lt,^,..	
1 .	 . t 	 ,	 1j . 11l . 'I	 t .	 ... ",^
$
<'.1 1,	 =	 I.,-1• I
	 I I	 T NI"	 =	 Nj i: JThY	 1	 }<	 =	 0	 f	 (VIA X1	 =	 0
I..ASTCYc;
	 =	 0	 I.STtM ,	 =0	 KEND	 =	 0 .	
-
--
o
-
--.-I F_ c_rnr^zr^	 2i,e i I ^^ i
211
_
LSTME =	 1 £	 V--]
-_.21.2- ._	 _ ..	 V OL	 =	 0 • ._. S __. AREA._ F- .4_• 	 ;	 WT - =_ 0 . . --,•____DBTA.-_.=___- 0001 ci-
THETA = T14ETAO
	
DS TOR = DS	 AA = E( 1 )*T'HETAO v C_n i
IF	 (RZ)	 2131213,22 S Q
_ 8_L3	 LF <,'L -U fvj 7, m 2y 9	 > _21 ^! ,	 16 , ? 14
214 RO	 = R'I . 0/TAUM0
	
;	 IF	 <RO-YlBOT)	 216,24,24
-21-6--- _ .. R 0
	 =	 RPOT_ - __;	 GO . _. TU_ . 2. 3 Q
22 Ho = RZ
--
.23 
-
"rnlJMO _ iR^-
---	
_	
-13? • o	
----- - -
	 -
24 RT'T = R 	 TAUM = TAUMO	 n = RPOT &
o
MINE	 =	 1	 IF	 (TAUMZ-99999•)	 242,241,242
241 MINE = 0 6
242.-- -- TAUC. _=._TAUO __. ; 	 ITAUC-- ° I	 ' - -RTC
° -R1^0--- -	 --	 --
-239 MTCH	 =	 0	 KEY	 = 0	 ;	 S	 =	 O •	 S T 1'	 =	 0 •	 ;	 Z	 - 0 • " oI i
240
	 I	 =	 1,7;G(I)	 = 0•	 ;	 Y(I)	 =	 O•__DO	 ------_
240 0(1)	 = 0 •	 SN_B-ET'A	 = BETA	 = CC	 =	 G(7)	 = -R-"-E-T- A I f..Y(1_)	 = T HETA0_	 _	 Y<2> = R	 Y<3)	 = ALPHA _
Y(4)	 =	 RTO	 Y(5)	 =	 0•	 Y(6)	 = 09
	
;
I
_ IF_(NEUTRY)	 243._25,?43 i243 NEWTRY = 0
	
;	 MARK = MARK+1	 ;	 IF (MARK-MKMAX)	 25,244,244
^F,
- 
2 4 4_. --- -- L A S T H U N
25 IF (LASTRUN)	 26,50,26
27 DTT = E(1)*DTH
	
;	 THSTH = AA
F--( T_AUMZ=99999 •_>___27
271 FETA = SIN(THETAO)
-__-A_N.GLE_= E-Cl-)_MA S I_N- (F ETA )
IF	 (KIP)	 291 P28.o291
28 PRINT 29, THETA_O, DS,BETA c3
29 FORMAT(/,6X,11HT'HETAZ(RAD),13X,2HDS,14X,10HSINE TAPER/3E20.10) F1
-_ PRINT	 *I'_____2_90_1_,TAUMD,DT
2901 FORMAT	 (/,12X,5HTAUMZ,9X,"THETA7 CORK•"/2E20.10)'
291 PRINT	 16,	 S I GMA,A_A_ , FAO, ANGLE, T_A_UMO, TAUM_1 , ELOP,_ FO_P_, ALPHA,
1 OhiEGZ,TAUO,TAIJ1 ,N 0 I
G_F.L_= TWT + PAY
	
;	 GOB = GRL/BOY	 GOP = GRL/PAY k—
PRINT 30
30 FORMAT
	
( 4X, "S",6X,"HGW",3X,"HGWY",6X,"R",7X,"Z",7X,"T",7X, 0
1 "TM",6X,"TC",	 4X, "THETA")	 --	
—	
--
_ IF _(MINR-1)	 304,305,304
304 PRINT £590,	 R	 GO TO 36 Q
305 IF	 (BETA)
	 31 •,31,33 r'
31 PRINT 321 HO	 ;	 GO TO 36	 -
_32 _ FORMAT _(/'/X_,20HCYLINDRICAL--
	 R= ,F8•5/)
---- -
33
_	 --	 -P I? I IV'I'	 34,	 R 0
_34 FORMAT	 (/7X,	 9HTAPERED-- , SX, 3HR = , F8 . 5/ )
36 ASSIGN 50 TO NEXT	 GO TO	 162
FURM^TC/) It
39 FORMAT :14X,"LINEAR EXTRAPOLATION FOR INITIAL ANGLE") p;
40 _FORMAT_( )
41 FORMAT	 (I H1	 3/)
42 FORMAT (1OX,"LINEAR EXTRAPOLATION FOR TAPER ANGLE")
-50 DO	 56	 J	 =1,4	 ;	 G(2)	 =	 SIN(Y(l))
G( 3) 	 =	 C OS(_Y(1))	 ;	 G( 6 )	 =	 Y(2)*Y(2)*G(3)
—IF (MI NR)	 52,52,51
5 1 G(1)	 =*Y(3)*BOY-(OMEGA*Y(7)+OIliEGT')*G(2))/ Y(4)_(-Y(2)_ Q
510 G(4) =	 (OMEGA*Y(7)+OMEGT)*G(3)
	 --	 -	
_	
----
CALL RNGK
	 (1,7)	 ;	 GO TO 54
----	 ---------- ----	 - ----
CALL C
	 C --52 I R 	 C Y C 4) , Y C 2) , I C)
-- J3
— ac^,>	 f[)UC U(:.l>+(c)r)h..GA.k7(2)+Oil;Et;•i>*G(3)
CALL,	 F.NGK	 ( 1,6)
CONTINUE.
56 CONTINUE 60
fHH.TA	 =	 Y(1_)	 =	 Y(2)	 H'I'M	 =	 Y(4>_R
IF	 UJINIO	 57.,59p57
.TAUM	 = _Y(10/Y(7).__ .;
	 _.GO	 TO - fiQ_..
	
-	 -	 -----	 - --
0
59 TAUM =
	 99999.	 IF	 CYC2)-1E-5)
	
60#591,591
— -	
v
=	 RTM/I't
TCMAX = TAUM
CALL CIRC	 (I,TM,R,IC)_
60 S = -S+DS— 	 --STT = STT+ DT	 S	 CC = SIN Y(1)) 9
IF	 ('PAPER)	 62,62,601 0_-----_.-
601 IF 01TCH)	 62,84,62
62 IF	 (LASTRUN -1) 	 70,621, 70
621 I F	 (LSTME	 -1)	 70, 711,70
_70_ I F	 ('THETA -E ( 4 >)	 7 0 1 , 7?, 72
701 I F^('THE'1'A+E(2))
	 72, 72,702 G F
702 IF	 ( S -SiMAX)	 kiO,72,72 0
72- AA	 =	 F.,(1)*THETA0
	
IAA	 =	 E( 1 >*THE- TA
PRINT '13,MARK,AA,BB,S,DS
	
;	 =_0--8*THETA0`_	 _THETAO
GO 
	 19 t	 '
73 FORMAT	 (I3,2X,"INIT•	 ANGLE =",F8.2,2X,"FINAL ANGLE =",F8.2,
1 2X_-"GORE LGTH
	
=",F9.3,/," DS 	 ="jF5. 4) zt
74 ASS I GN 70_ TO NEX T_;GO T O 1 60	 _
80 IF	 (LASTCYC-1)	 801,110,801
_.80.1 -I F 	 (MAXR-1)-_--8.0.2, 10-
	 -0_,_802-------------__-_-- 	 _	 -
£502
-__---
R1 = R2	 ;	 Z1 = Z2	 THE1	 = THE2
- 0
F.2_= R	 ;	 7.? =_Y_(3) -ALPHA	 ;	 THE2 = THETA
IF	 (MINK)	 803,90,803
-803 IF	 (XEY-
-
I  )804__804,85,
804 IF	 (TAPER)	 81,81,50
_81 I F	 C(RO-R)- (DS*CC))	 811,811,90
811 -. IF'	 n_-R>	 85, 85, £i12	 --	 --	 —' -	 0
812 DS =_(HO-R)/CC
83 XEY =	 1 	 LINE =	 1	 ;	 GO TO	 50
_84_ IF (BETA)	 841 , 842-842, a
841
-	 --	 -----	 ---	 --
MTCH =	 1 `j
842 DI FF( 1_)_=D_IFF_( 2 )	 ;	 DI FF(2)	 _ DTFF_(_3)_
D IFF(3)
	 = CC-BETA1
12 I F_(C C-BE_TA1-)	 843,843,62
843 MTCH =	 1
^1 _SS( I )_= - DS-DS	 ;	 SS(2)	 = -DS;	 SS(3)	 = 0. 0 ^"
IF (S-(1.5*DS))
	 845,844,844	
-	
-
10 844 CALL NUS T_R_T (SS,	 DIFF, 0•, DS,	 GNU,	 L N R)
845 DS= DS*DIFF(3)/(DIFF(3)-DIFF(2)) 	 ;	 GO	 TO 83 Q
9 85 K EY _= 0	 DS_ = DSTOP
86 IF (TAPER)	 8602,8601,8602
)8 ,_5601_--IF__(MTAU1 - 1 ) 	 8602 , 880,£560 2 0
8602 TAUMA = 'TAUM
7 T_F (T.AUX)	 8603^97,8603
^^ 8603 DR = ATANEW = (Y(2)-RO)/S
6 K = K+ 1 _ ;	 B TA(K)	 = RETA1	 RTt)ERR(K)	 = PP-RETA1
IF (KIP-1)	 8606,8605,8606 -
i5 8606 (LASTRUN-1)	 8 607,8 605,8607_IF_
8607 ANG, = E( 1 >*THETA
PR I NT 860, AA, A.NG ,_P ET
A 
I , FD,S,Y(7	 K, G:NU,TAUYi A ,R
860 FORMAT
	 (2X,P.F10.5,2(X,F5.4).7F6.3,30X,F8.5,24X, I2,F7.3, {
3 1 F 6.3, 6X ,F6 .3)
8605 IF	 (IRS TM, E-1)	 8608,663,8608
8608 GO TO
	 (861,862,864) 
	 K ^!_- 861 DDD = }ETA (1)	 EF.E = PTAERR (1)	 PTA( 1)	 = DD	 - _._
1 -_-_-- B TAER R (1) = E E+E E E	 ;	 BTAE RR (2 )_ = RTA E_R R ( 2) +EEE `------------
ATAERR C 3) '= R'I'AERR 0 )-+" E E E	 - -__..	 d
tar3 ii,'^	 l	 lil'	 lilt "1?111	 (	 ^	 i	 ll^	 1{^	 i	 i' ^./
>.ih? II''	 (tit't'Ai':t',1{(:?)-11!;-'/)
	
86;:1
	
110;.1,;;0,1 l
£5621. L.,; 'MK	 ;	 IAN 863 DETA I
	 =	 DL'TA 1 +D1?'1'A	 (K-3)	 22, £563 1 , 863 1 c
—£S63_l.__._._ I1.'S'1'Mla_.=-0—__.
—
864 N = 0
	 ;	 IF	 (LASTRl1N)	 8645,8641,8645 £ ^_
E,y 8641...._._ IF	 (KIP)	 8645,8642,8645 Q^
8642 F'F'INT	 40	 -	 -----	 v CSC
86/t_5 —_--- FE	 = RTAE	 Y? ( 1 >	 ;	 DD	 = RTA ( 1) LA-)
Q
_
ASSIGN 865 TO NEXT
	
;	 GO TO	 176 __ _ '_0	 J so
865 IF	 (LSTLME)	 87,22,87
87 IF	 (MTAU1)	 880,671,880 9
(D _871 'TAUM 1	 = TAUM
880 M I NE = 0	 ;	 -RA	 R - ;	 TM/.. = TAUM	 TMC = 0 •
I TAUC= R'TM	 ;	 TAUC = TAUO
' .
1.. -.-'---_RTC	 ---------_-_—
Q IF	 CLASTRUN)	 881,90,881
---- II
_8 81 PR I NT
	890,Y ( 7)
	 ;	 ASS IGN 90	 TO NEXT	 ;	 GO TO	 162
890 FORMAT	 (/ 7X,20HFULLY -TAILORED--1^	 _	 -F8.5/) 6
0 ._._90 I F__(CC)	 901,901,50      	 _ Q
901 IF	 CLASTRUN)	 91,93,91 O1
_9.1____-_IF	 (LASTRUN-1)
	
93,91.1,93
911 SLP1 = TAN(THE1)
	
;	 SLP2 = -TAN(THE2)	 ----- - --	 - 110 y
XP_=	 <Z2-7,1+SLP2*R2 -SLP 1*R1 )/( SLP2-SLP1)
Z.P = Z2+SLP2*(R2-XP)	 --	 -^-- L(
-Xt^) *2_±_(_Z,2_-7P_) **2-)__.
RMAX = RP
	 ;	 IF	 CLNS-40)
	 913,913,912
__912 --____ - _PFIINT _41
913 PRINT 92,RP,7,P	 ;	 GO TO 941
_92 FOR MAT	 ( / 7X,"MAXIMUM RAD IUS =",F8.3,8X,"HEIGHT =",FS•3/)
93 +931,94,94RMAX = R2	 IF CR2-R1>
Q 931 RMAX = R1
94 MAXR	 =	 1	 ;	 IF	 (MINR-1)	 100,941,100
9 4_1 BETA 1	 = 0 •
Q 100 IF	 (MINR)	 101,101,108
_101 IF_(TA_UM1-9999_9•) 	 1_011,108,1011
1011 IF	 ('TAUM-TAUI ,1 1 )	 1012, 102, 102
Q 1 0_12_ _IF_(KE_Y_-_1_)1013, 10 2 , 1 0 1 3___
1013 IF	 ((Y(4)+G(4)*DS)-(TA(JM1*(Y(2)+G(P,)*DS))) 	 108,1014,1014
_1 014 DS_=_ (Y(4)-Y(2 )*TA (JM1)/(TAUiv)l*G(2) - G(4)) ;	 LIVE =	 1
KEY = 1
	 GO TO 50 0
12 _-102 KEY	 0	 DS = DSTO R
1020 SNBETA
	 = 0.0
	
;	 IF	 (BETA)	 104,104,103
0,1 103 S NB ETA = CC 0 f
104
_
G(7) = SNBETA
	 RTT = Y(7) = R
	
;	 STT = 0•
—
10
—
IF (TAUM1-99999•)	 1041,108,1041
----1041 ----	 --IM I NR	 =	 1
9 ITAUC	 0	 TAUC = 0.0
IF	 (LAS'TRUN)	 1042, 108, 1042 111
Dli — 1042 _	 IF (LINE-MISS)	 1043, 1045,1043
1043 ASSIGN	 1045 TO NEXT	 GO TO	 162
—
7 10 4_5 I F	 (S N_B E T A) 	 10 46,1 05, 1 05
Q 1046 PRINT 34,	 RTT	 ;	
_ 
GO TO	 106
6 1 05 PR I NT 32, RTT
106
_
ASSIGN 108 T 0 NEXT 	 GO TO 162
108 IF ( R- ( DS * ABS (_CC_)_+ R TOP))	 1 09,_10 9,50 _
1O9 DS =	 (R-R TOP) /ABS(CC)	 ;	 LASTCYC = LINE =	 1
a  KEND = KE_N_D_+ 1 	 I F	 (1'A1JM1 -99999 • )_ 1091 , 50, 1091_;
Q
_
.1091 I1	 (MINK)	 1020, 1020150— IQ
3 1 .10 IF	 ( (ARS(R-,,,RTO P )-5E -6 ) >	 1102,1101,1101
1101 IF	 (KEND-3)
	
109,1102,1102
2 110 2
.—
F
- - -
=  -E(5)*R TM* COS( THE TA) + Y(3_)_*_R_ VA_L_
IF	 (LASTRUN-1)
	
-111,130,111	 —Y
1 1 i 1 FER_R_=_F_-FOP
	 TH ERR = -Y ( 1) -E(4)_;_
O —^AA = E(1)*THETAO
	
;^RR = E(1)*THERR
	
;	 DTT = DTH*E(1) —
iv'1'
	 =	 tJ'1'+1;<5)	 S	 O CiI; U"1'	 I 1'	 (TAU	 I-9 1)9 1)9•>	 111<^.,1111,1112 -
1112 Ir' (KIP-1 >	 1113,1125,1113
PMNT	 111a,MA1;i{,AA,RB,}?E'I'A,%3"fAN1:'v/,S,V01,,[J'I',RO,RMAX
11 14 FORMAT	 ( I2,F9.5,F10.6,P.<F6 . 1 ),F'7 . I,2F7.0,2F5 • I
PRINT	 112,Y(7),F,DS,D"IT,L,GNU,TAUMA,TAUMI,RA
112 - 2 OI;P;A'I -CF8.5,-Fic)-7FS•3;1i9•°7,IiS,F'/^3,3F'63^
0 IF	 (P ETA 1)	 1 1 25, 1 1 25, 1 122
112P PRINTNT 40
112.5 RTA1(L)	 = RETA1	 FTP(L)	 = F
	
i	 THB(L)	 = THETAO	 .
- GO	 TO	 (11 3, 11 9, 123)L	 .. _.......- 	 -- ---	 - -------------_	 _----- - - --- S
113 BTAAA = BETA 	 ;	 FTPPP = F	 ;	 THBBN = THE'TAO
- - - ---- 11 _ (N E WR U N -1)
	
1 1 31 , 14 4 , 1 13 1 - - 	 --- -	 ^^----
'c+ 1131 R1'A1<1>	 = BTAA	 FTP(1)	 =	 FTPP	 THR(1)
	
= THRB
DO	 114	 I	 =	 1,3	 ,-	 FTW(L)	 -	 FTPCI>+FERR ----- 	 ___
114 CONTINUE	 ASSIGN
	 116 TO NEXT	 GU TO	 150
116 DTH = THBNU-THETAO
	 ;	 IF (NDRUN-1)	 1162,1161,1162 80
1 1 61 LA S T R_0 iN =	 I
1162 BTA1(1)	 = BTAAA	 FTP(1)
	 = FTPPP	 THB(1)
	
= THBBB 6
-- -----
IF	 ( A B S (D'1' H) - . 0 0 1) 	 1 1 71 , 1 1 7 , 1 1-
117
-- ---- -- --- - - - - ---- - ---	 --
DTH =	 •O5*(ABS(D"rm/DTH)/E(1) -
_ 11 71,_ THETAO_ = THBNU-U'1'PI_ ;^O_TO
	 12-1__.
Q 119
—_^—
IF	 (ABS(F-FOP)-1E-6)	 1191,1191,120 l^Q
_119? NDRUN_= 1
120 SSTUR = S zt
_1 .21 THETAO-= THETAO￿DTH	 ;	 G0TO 21
123 ASSIGN 125 TO NEXT	 ;	 GO TO	 150
125 BTAA = BTA1(i)	 FTPP = FTP(1)	 THRR = THB(1)
IF (LASTRUN)
	 1253,1251,1253
_12_5 1 IF_(XIP)	 1253,1252,1253
1252 PRINT 38
1253 THETAO = THRNU	 DS =ARS(	 SSTOR/N +IE-10) Q
127 IF	 CTHETAO)	 1271,1271,128
127 1 THETAO =
	
• 5 *THB(2)	 ;	 GO TO 20
---128 I F C TH^TAO -E C 6 )> 	 12FS2 ^ 12F32, 1 2ES 1 	 -----	 - -	 - --
_1 28 1 THETAO 	=	 (THR(2)+EC4))*•5
1282 GO TO 20
13 0___— _VOL__= E(2)* Y(6 )	 AR EA =AR EA +	 5)*Y(5 )_ 	;	 WT = OMEGA*AREA_E ( 0
:i'fT = E (5) *S*OMEGT
	 TWT =	 WT+WTT
GRL_= TWT_+_PAY	 ;
—
GOB = GRL/_B_0Y_ ;	 GOP	 G R L/P A_ Y_	 _=_
131 BB = E(1)*THETA
	 ;	 IF (SNBETA)	 1312,132,1312 Q
12 1312 RTT =_R_T_T+STT*SNBETA	 ;	 GO TO 134
132 IF	 (TAUMZ-99999•)	 134,1321,134
t —1321 _RTT = R	 _ Q
134
----
PRINT	 135,RTT
-
to 1_ _35 FORMAT (/7X,"TOP OF BALLOO-_-_R . = ",_F8 . 5)N
136
_
RROMR = RO/RP	 RTT/FP 0
9 PRINT_ 1 38, VOL,_A13EA, WT, [ ,]TT, T':7T, RR, F, S, RMAX,
1	 BROMR,TROMR,GRL,BOY, GOH, GOP
r)s 138 _FORMAT C / 7X, 8HVOLUME	 , - F1 8_• 3 ,_4X, 6HA_H EA =,F20- 3/_=
—
1	 7Y.,101iSKIN	 WT-
	 22 ,F16.3,4X,IOHTAPE	 WT-
	 =	 ,F16.3/
7 2	 7X, 11 HT OTA_L	 WT-	 =,F15-3 /
3	 7X,11HTOP ANGLE = ,F15^3,4X,lONTOP LOAD =,F16.3/ 0
6 4	 7 X , 7HMAX S_=_, F19 . 3,4 X ,8_HMAX R = ,F18. 3 /
5	 . 7X,"(BOTH)/(MAX R)	 =",F9.5,4X,"(TOP R)/(MAX R) 	 =",F9.5/
5 6 7X, 12 H GROSS LOAD = , F14.3,_4_X, 10 HBUO YAN CY = , F 16.8/ 0`
__7_5
-
 
HG/B =_,_ F_1_4_- 3._/_5_H_G__/P  = ,F14.6) -
4 IF MM A X -RO)	 138 1,19 9,1 99_
1381
_
RR = RO/RMAX	 -----	 --	 --	 -
T3 S I GM A = S I G MA *RR	 TAUMZ = TAUMO*RR	 ;	 i AUM = TA[JM*RR
PRINT	 139,RR,SIGMA,TAUMZ.,+TAUM
_
'2 1 3 9 _FORMAT (4/7X, P, 7HADJUSTED VALUES • • .. 	 R/RtIAX = , F8 - 5, /, 0
1	 7X,7HSIGNA = ,F8.5,/,,7X,7HTA0M0 =,F8.5,/,
2	 7X, 6HTAUM =,F8-5)    
--
0
. __ 
T O	 1 9 9 -	
----	
_	 -.	
_--
---- ..--- --- - --	 ---	 - -- Qr
GO TO 121
ISO CALL	 t\l lJSTT,'T	 (THP.,FT1'iFOP.,	 THPNU., GNU, LN10
CA 1..L _N U _'i T I 'T	 11TA I - FT 1 ) 	 l l'O YJ 	BETA  I j, A A o T313
I-54 1 Y-- 	( P ETA I ).	 5 4 1 , 15 /12	 15 /) 2
I li zi I RF;'1' A I 	 m	0•''
F	 ( Yl ET A I	 1)	 15 /11, 1544,, 1 543 _--
1 543 p F, . 11 A I	 =	 I
1544 IF	 (LNR-1	 1547j, 1545,1547
1545 IF	 (KIP)	 1547,1546,,1547
1546 PRINT 39
1547 GO TO NExTo
160 LINE	 =	 LINF-I	 IF	 (LINE)	 162,162PI601
1601 E X'I
162 T	 E(5)*Y(4)	 ANGLE	 E(I)*Y(l)
	 Z V,(3)-ALPHA
HGW	 R*E(5)*6/NBR
	 HGWY	 HGW - #62
PRINT	 I 60,S,HGW,HGWYvR, Z, T,TAUM, TAUC, ANGLE
166 FORMAT
__
J,
_
I_NE = MISS	 NEXT
170 CALL LNUSTRT	 (BTA,RTAEY?R,O-.-
	 BETA I	 GNU, LNR)
IF __ .(RET A - 1) — 1 701 , 1
 
­
 702, 
­
 170P
1 70 1 BELTAI	 = 0.
--
1
-
7
.
0 P, IF(BETAI-J.-)	 1704, 1 70 zi, 1703
1703 BETA  = I.
_1704 IF	 (LNR-1)	 173,171,173
171 IF	 (HIP)	 173,172,173
172 PRINT 42
173 GO TO NEXT
198 FORMAT (5X,"END OF DATA")
199 PRINT
END
SUBROUTINE NUSTRT
	
(PGNiEND,YY,	 XXPGN(J,LNR)
C PROGRAM USES THE RESULTS OF THREE EQUALLY SPACED CALCULATIONS
C TO RETURN A NEW INITIAL CONDITION TO ACHIEVE A SPECIFIED
C 
—END POINT•	 NEWTONS METHOD IS TRIED FIRST- IF IT DOES NOT
C CONVERGE THEN STRAIGHT LINE EXTRAPOLATION IS USED-
DIMENSION RGN(3),END(3)
0
10(D
9
0B
70
6
0 5
4
3
0 2
01.
0
60
0
F,Rl	 =	 ELNJI)Cl)-Y y
	ER2	 =	 EiND(2)-YY
	 ER3
	 =	 END(3)-YY
N R = 0	 ;	 CCOEF	 P* E PP	 ;	 ACOEF	 ER1+EP3-CCOEF
BCOEF = ER3-ERI	 AA = 2*ACOEF	 GNU = 0.0
BB	 AA*GNU+BCOEF	 IF (AP5(RR)-IE-200)	 20o9000,9OOO.
9000 DNU	 ((ACOEF*GNU+RCOFF)*GN(J+(,COEF)/P.R
GNU	 GNU-DNU	 IF	 (ABS(DN0)-•OI)
	 20,10,10 90 _10--UNITINU E	 ;	 LNR	 1	 ;	 Q N U	 0 -
IF	 (FFP)	 15,9001,90011
----9-00- 1F	 CA 9 S ( F, 132-ER I )-1 E-200)	 20,20,90020 9002 _.	 _*GNU = ERP-/(ERI-ER2)
15 IF	 (_ARS(ER2-ER3)-IE-2O0)	 20,20,90\04
9004 GNU	 ER2/(ER2-EP3) 6
RGfNJ(2)+GNU*(RGN( 3 )-BGN(I) )*•5 	 RETURN
	
;END 0
SUBROUTINE	 RNGK	 (Il,I2) 01
COMMON J,DSAG(7),0(7)PY(7),B(4),C(4),D(4)
C.OmMON--,TAUO,TAUl,RTC,ITAUC,T'AUC,1'MC,TCMAX,PI 11:
DO	 10	 1	 =	 Il..I2	 P	 =	 D(,J)*(G(I)-B(J)*O(I))
10 0(1)	 0(1)+3.0*P-C(J)*G(I)	 RETURN	 END
SUBROUTINE	 CIRC	 (X,Z,I)
C X IS THE PRESENT VALUE O_F(_R_*TM)________
lJ —C THE PRESENT VALUE OF H
C _I CONTROLS HOW TAUC IS CALCULATED
s COMMON	 JDSG(7).,Q(7),Y(7),B(4),C(4),D(4)
COMMON TAtJO,TAU1,RTC,ITAUCYTAUC,TMC,TCMAXPPI
GO TO	 (100,200,300,400)1
100 IF	 ( ITAUC)
	 102,101,102
^C1?___.._r A00	 -_ TAUO+TAU 1 * ( X-13TC> /'l.,_
150 - ,I I
	
('TAUC)	 1 52, 1 511 51
151 1t1;TOHN J
15 p I TAOC	 =	 TAU('	 =	 0 •	 RET1.)liN
200 'TA(JC	 =	 '1'AUO+'IAUi*(X-11'I'C)//,
IF	 (TAiJC -TCMAX)	 153,250,250
12 ,. 5Q IF'	 (TA(JC-TCMAX)	 252,252,251
-
251 TAUC = TCMAX
'\I 1 252 RETURN--	 --
300
-
URT	 =	 X-RTC	 IF	 ())RT)	 350,350,301
.110 __,.30 1 	..	
- -P 	 TAU1 *DR'I'
IF	 (P- -I ,	302,302,303
9 _.302 TAUC __ TCMAX4_(1 • -COS (P I *P)) /2 •
303 IF	 (P-1•)	 305,305,304
^g
304„ TAUC =_ TCMAX - __ ~! Ig
305 RETURN
7 _ 35^^ TAUC_ ___ .0 ^_-; _F?ET(JhN___..___
400 IF	 CITAUC)	 401,450,401
5 401 '1_AUC_-_.TA(JQTAUIMCY-ETC)/I^
-,440IF (TAUC-TCMAX)	 405,440
405-----(TAUC-)---1F-_..._406,407,407 ----
	 _-	 ---------- r^
406 '1 A(JC
	 =	 0 • l^;
4 40-7 R F.'I URN
---
440
.
-	 - ---.-- --
	 ---
	
- --
ITAUC =
	
1
..
3 . _ -450 TAUC = TCMAX	 ;	 RETURN ^ ,_-^END^M^_
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